COMMUNITY FOCUS

Who Controls Library Choices?
By Rachel Muchin Young, Director, Frank L. Weyenberg Library of Mequon-Thiensville
Sometimes we can circulate a book X number of times, often
26. Other times, we can loan the book an unlimited number
of times within a limited period, typically two years. Still, even
though these books only exist as digital editions, each may
circulate only to one patron at a time. No problem. Libraries
and library consortia purchase multiple copies of e-books and
e-audiobooks and circulate them to multiple patrons.
While this is confusing for libraries, it’s all backroom stuff. If we
have permission to circulate a digital item, you can check it out.
Enter Macmillan Publishers Ltd., one of the nation’s big five publishing houses. They decided they’d like to sell more books, so
they’ve restricted the number of e-books libraries may purchase
during the first eight weeks following publication. They figure if
no one can borrow the book, they’ll sell more. That’s their right,
but what about libraries and their users?
According to an All Things Considered report on National
Public Radio (November 1, 2019), “Under the old rules, a large
library system like New York's or Chicago's might have ordered
hundreds of e-book copies. Now each system — large or small
— can buy only one when it goes on sale. Macmillan CEO John
Sargent says those first eight weeks are crucial to the sales of
books, especially bestsellers.”

T

here was a time not so long ago when libraries made their
own decisions about what to circulate. A library would
purchase a book or magazine, music CD, or video, or even a
toy or baking pan. The library owned it, and could do whatever
it pleased with the item. In most cases, the library circulated it,
checking it out to patrons, checking it back in, and out again, over
and over and over, until the item needed to be replaced because
of damage, or until its popularity waned and it was withdrawn
from the collection.

There are more than 9,000 public libraries in the United States
according to the Institute of Museum and Library Services.
About 380 of those are in Wisconsin. Each belongs to one of 16
library systems. Since we purchase and circulate our e-books
through a state-wide consortium of these systems, that means
there are only 16 available copies of Macmillan titles for the
entire state.

That’s the heart of open access. We buy it.You borrow it. Just
bring it back so someone else can borrow it.
Now that we circulate digital items, some publishers want to
change the paradigm. Most e-books, those books you read on
your phone, tablet, or computer, and e-audiobooks you listen
to via your smart speaker, phone, or other electronic device,
are not actually owned by libraries. Generally, libraries lease the
rights to circulate them.

The American Library Association and libraries across the country are working hard to reverse this decision.Visit your Frank L.
Weyenberg Library to see how you can help, or just to see what
we have to offer in 2020. I think you'll find some unexpected
products and services.
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